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EDITORIAL
Apollo 11 — Genesis 11
I have not quite gotten over it yet. The anxiety at each
crucial stage and the thrill as each of these stages was
successfully completed are both vivid in my memory. One
can understand President Nixon being somewhat carried
away by the entire affair when he called it the "greatest
week since creation." Those who believe in the historical
character of the Christian faith can recall several weeks
whose significance surpasses this one.
When all is said and done I am awed and thrilled at
man's accomplishment culminating in his landing and walk
upon the moon and his safe return.
But I also have some second thoughts—an uneasiness
that haunts me.
There is the danger of pride. I do not happen to subscribe to the belief that man should be earthbound. I agree
with the late president John F. Kennedy who called space
the new ocean on which we must sail. But I confess that
when I see those towering rockets on the launching pad
at Cape Kennedy I instinctively think of Genesis 11. I
recall the words recorded there; "Come, let us build ourselves a city and a tower with its tops in the heavens and
let us make a name for ourselves . . ." And I remember
God's judgment upon their pride.
Success is a greater peril to the spirit than is adversity.
It is just possible that we will be tempted to paraphrase
the angel's words in Luke 1—"For with man nothing shall
be impossible."
I am uneasy with the military overtones in this space
effort. Admittedly the emphasis was upon peace as the
astronauts landed. President Nixon sees the event as a
unifying factor rather than a divisive one in the world.
However the impetus to sustain the program—a fifty
billion dollar program—has been one of national security.
We feared that the people who controlled space would
dominate the earth. It is a sad commentary upon the national character when fear of the enemy rather than concern for truth and justice determines national policy.
And this leads to the third concern. It is one of priorities.
I believe it is a legitimate question to ask if we could
afford to spend fifty billion dollars to put two men on the
moon. We have a good many obligations we have not
honored. There are a lot of bills not paid.
I visualize the schools that fifty billion dollars would
build or the suburban towns with parks and playgrounds

to replace our decaying cities. I try to imagine what fifty
billion would do in increasing food production to meet
the threat of world-wide famine.
On another eventful week some disciples were gazing
skyward and the angel asked, "Why stand ye gazing up
into heaven?" The inspiration of the upward gaze dare not
detract from the necessity to minister to the human
situations.
There are moral as well as scientific questions involved
in where we go from here. We now know we can. We
need now to ask if we ought. And it could very well be
that there is a Christian answer to this choice.

<2*om tUe. CdUto*:
W e talk about the "summer s l u m p " as w e attempt to
account for the empty pews on Sunday morning or the l o w
attendance on the Sunday school register. But there really
is little slump in the overall church program during the summer. The activities find their expression in places other than
the local c o n g r e g a t i o n — G e n e r a l Conference, campmeetings,
youth, children, and family camps, and week-end retreats.
This is campmeeting time and w e take this opportunity to
share with our readers an article on "Holiness Preaching" by
Richard S. Taylor. The article traces the history of holiness
preaching, recalling the illustrious preachers of past generations and the current pattern of this ministry.
The lead article by Bishop Sider is an abridgement of a
sermon preached in the Montgomery Church. The integrity
of the biblical message demands the call to repentance. W e
are pleased to include this emphasis in the VISITOR.
It seemed appropriate
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entitled "The Spirit-Filled Life." It is brief and clear and to
the point.
We

are a w a r e

how

the

news

and

articles from

the

countries in which we have missionaries have been changing
across the years? W e recently featured an article on the
Indian

Church

in which

the nationals

took

leadership

in

wrestling with the issues. More recently w e reported on the
missionary

efforts

of

the Church

in Africa

in taking

the

gospel to Botswana. A n d now in this issue the N a g a t o Church
in Japan "comes of a g e . "
In the " C o n t e m p o r a r y

The visitor's first introduction to Choma Secondary School. See
page eleven.

to share in this issue—at

campmeeting season—an editorial in The Pentecostal Evangel

Scene" feature w e share

some

editorial reactions and observations on the moon l a n d i n g .
Our o w n editorial revolves around that event.
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REPENTANCE
Roy V. Sider
The message of John the Baptist, Jesus, and the Apostles had one factor in common—the call to repentance.
When John came preaching he said, "Repent!" When
Jesus began His ministry, He said, "Repent and believe the
Gospel." Peter's first two sermons sounded the same call.
There is today an emphasis which says that as long as
one believes on the Lord Jesus Christ one is saved. But the
Bible makes it clear that it is not enough merely to believe.
The devil himself believes and trembles. There were those
in the Bible, and there are those in our day, who believe
that Jesus lived, died, and even rose again but they are
not saved.
It is true that Paul told the Philippian jailer "if you
believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, thou shalt be saved."
Paul refers here to saving faith—a faith that commits to
and trusts in the One who is the Son of God. This kind
of faith is a gift from God. It is always preceded by repentance.
The call to and necessity for repentance rings clear
throughout the scriptures.
The Bible states seven facts about repentance:
First: Repentance is a condition for salvation. It was so
in the ministry of Jesus. It was so on the Day of Pentecost.
Three thousand pricked in the hearts by the moving of
the Spirit knew they were lost. They cried to Peter, "What
shall we do?" Peter was clear. "Repent and be baptized
everyone of you."
When the Apostle Paul met the Ephesian elders in his
farewell visit he included in the summary of his ministry
his "Testifying both to the Jews and also to the Greek
repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus
Christ." The Bible is clear that if we are to be saved from
our sins it is necessary to repent of our sins.
Second: Repentance is the recognition of the holiness
of God. The Psalmist writes, "As for God his way is perfect." We hear today that there are no absolutes. Nothing
is right or wrong; black or white. Everything is gray.
Everyone must decide for himself what is right or wrong.
The Bible makes it clear that God has a perfect and
holy will.
Against this holy will we all have sinned. We have
done that which we ought not to have done. We have not
done those things we ought to have done. As responsible
persons we are responsible for our disobedience—our sins.
We therefore must repent—acknowledging our sins and
God's holiness.
Third: Repentance is a godly sorrow for sin. In repenting we accept personal responsibility for our sins and cry
to God for mercy. Not all sorrow for sin is godly sorrow.
In writing to the Corinthians he rejoiced that they "sorrowed to repentance: for ye were ma*de sorry after a godly
Bishop Sider is bishop of the Canadian Conference.
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manner." Paul continues, "For godly sorrow worketh repentance to salvation . . . but the sorrow of the world
worketh death."
It is normal for a man to be sorry for his sins when he
finds out the results. The criminal who is caught and the
man who awakes after a night in the gutter are usually
sorry for the mess they have made of their lives. But sorrow for a mess one has made is not necessarily repentance.
Fourth: Repentance is admitting personal responsibility
and turning away from sin to God. Peter and Judas are
graphic examples of sorrow that is true .repentance or sorrow that is only despair. Peter sinned as he denied his
Lord. He wept tears of sorrow but he came back to his
Lord. He sought forgiveness and we have no record of
Peter's repetition of his denial.
Judas sinned as he betrayed his Lord. When he realized
what he had done he "repented himself"—He was filled
with sorrow. It was the sorrow that worketh death. He
did not turn from his sin to God. He did not come back
to Christ. He went out and hanged himself.
Each one is responsible for his own sins. Ever since
Eden man has tried to blame someone else. We blame
circumstances, our family, our friends, and the church. We
need to come to where David came when the prophet
Nathan said, "Thou art the man." David replied, "I have
sinned against the Lord." We need to follow the call of
the prophet Isaiah, "Let the wicked forsake his way, and
the unrighteous man his thoughts: and let him return unto
the Lord . . ."
Fifth: Repentance will effect a revolution in our lives.
The thief will steal no more. The liar will tell the truth.
The immoral person will lead a clean life. The self-sufficient
person will realize his dependency upon God. Indeed, "If
any man be in Christ he is a new creature."
It will affect how we live with our fellowmen. Zacchaeus
is a case in point. His life was changed; "Lord . . . if I have
taken anything from any man by false accusation, I restore
him fourfold."
The part of Canada I come from is near the United
States border. And on the border are the Customs Houses. I
have gone with numbers of people to these Customs Houses
after they had accepted the Lord. They made the trip to
pay duty on some item that they had brought into Canada
without paying duty. I have seen people write checks for
more than a thousand dollars. Why? Because they had
repented and this changed their lives.
Sixth: Repentance is the breaking of the heart before
the love of Calvary. Here Jesus, the sinless Son of God,
suffered and died for your sins and mine—for every transgression, disobedience, every evil thought or wrong motive.
He took our sins in His own body that we may be righteous.
What a marvelous exchange. Does not this knowledge
of His death that we may have life do something in your
heart. A few years ago I spoke on "Repentance." A lady
(3)

spoke to me after the meeting and said, "I know I am
saved but I do not remember repenting." She then related
her experience. She had stopped to hear a Salvation Army
band and followed the band to the hall. At the invitation
she went forward. She stated, "I remember being so grateful that He loved me." I said to her that repentance is when
your heart is broken before Mount Calvary and you realize
that He shed His blood for you.
Seventh: Repentance is followed by an expression of
faith in Jesus Christ. Paul wrote to the Ephesians, "For by
grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves; it is the gift of God." I would not claim to be able
to give the cause of every doubt; but one of the causes

is the lack of repentance. When one repents the heart is
broken before the Lord and He gives the gift of faith.
This newness of faith is the assurance of salvation.
The message on the day of Pentecost was "Repent . . .
for the remission of sins." Peter's message in the temple
following the healing of the lame man was "Repent . . .
that your sins may be blotted o u t . . . " Through Christ our
sins are blotted out to be held against us no more. The
debt we could not pay He paid in full with His death.
These benefits of grace come not through our efforts
or good works. They are available as we in true repentance
turn from sin and turn to Christ who with outstretched
hands offers forgiveness.

HOLINESS Preaching—Past and Present
Richard S. Taylor
It is often believed that holiness preaching dates from
John Wesley and the early Methodists, but this is hardly
correct. Although emphases and doctrinal distinctions
might differ from Wesley's interpretation, the insistence
that Christians must be holy, and that their success in holy
living depended in large measure on the fullness of the
Holy Spirit, had many champions across the centuries between Wesley and the apostles.
Irenaeus preached Christian perfection in the second
century, according to Flew. Elements of the holiness message are found in The Shepherd of Hermas and in Clement
of Alexandria's Stromata. In the latter Clement speaks of
the perfecting of faith, by which the believer is perfected
in holiness. Similar clear holiness notes can be found in
Origen and Macarius.
Unfortunately Augustine in his reaction to the easy
perfectionism of Pelagius turned the main stream of Christianity into sub-holiness or anti-holiness channels by teaching that while God could grant the believer perfection of
heart He chose not to do so, thus confining the Christian to
a carnal state. But while this discouraged clear-cut holiness
preaching (and doubtless contributed to the thousandyear night which followed), there were even in these dark
ages voices which proclaimed the all-sufficiency of God's
grace to save from sin. Among these could be mentioned
Bernard of Clairvaux, Francis of Assisi, Thomas Aquinas,
and the mystics, Meister Eckhart, followed by Tauler,
Suso and Merswin. Aquinas, for instance, asserted that
"On earth the perfection can exist which loves God to the
exclusion of whatever is opposed to the love of Him."
Although the reformers recognized that sanctification
was a Bible doctrine they apparently did not see the need
for explicit preaching. Luther was the clearest, saying
among other fine things that the Holy Spirit sanctifies
believers "not only in the forgiveness of sin, but also by
laying aside, expelling, and destroying of sin."
On the Continent holiness emphasis marked the cottage meetings of German Pietism. In England the necessity
of holiness was urged on Christians by many of the Puritans, as evidenced by the writings of Jeremy Taylor,
Richard Baxter, Edward Pelling, and (later) William Law.
The writer is a member of the Nazarene Theological Seminary.
This article was written at the request, of the NHA.
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In Roman Catholicism the Quietists preached perfect submission and inner rest, led by Cardinal Fenelon and
Madame Guyon. Quakerism represented still another
stream of virile holiness preaching, stemming from the
intrepid founder, George Fox, whose doctrine was a remarkably clear foreshadowing of the Wesleyan interpretation. Even in colonial America the holiness note was
sounded. About 1695 William Samuel, a Boston preacher,
delivered a sermon to his Puritan congregation entitled,
"The Fountain Opened," in which he declared: "There is
therefore a two-fold taking away of sin, answerable to the
two-fold mischief which it doth the man, by its adhesion
to him; the former is by justification and the latter by
sanctification."
However much of this pre-Wesleyan preaching of sanctification was theoretical and abstract. There was lacking
an evangelistic note of urgency. This was due to the
doctrinal conception of sanctification. It was assumed to
be either entirely the one-sided work of God, which the
believer could do nothing to aid, or else if any responsibility at all was assigned to the Christian it was simply
to continue to be an earnest Christian—to strive to be holy
and to be faithful to the means of grace. Sanctification
would then occur gradually and imperceptibly.
A radical shift of emphasis was introduced by the
Wesleys. When the connection between sanctification and
faith began to be seen the importance of urging believers
to meet the conditions of faith for the immediate appropriation of heart purity also began to be understood.
Holiness was not acquired by life-long striving but could
be received by seeking, the kind of seeking which would
culminate in appropriating faith. This prompted a completely new kind of holiness preaching, which urged holiness as a present privilege for all and challenged Christians
to immediate and active response.
This might be called the beginning of experiencecentered holiness preaching, which describes the carnal
state of the believer, and in contrast the experience of
soul rest and perfect love which could be his, through the
fullness of the Holy Spirit, to be received by faith.
Since Wesley Christendom has been graced by a veritable stream of great preachers proclaiming a full salvation.
True, most of these have been in the Methodistic churches,
Evangelical
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but other major denominations have by no means been
without holiness exponents. In England could be named
William and Catherine Booth, founders of The Salvation
Army; and the Army has had its share of outstanding
holiness pulpiteers, such as Commissioner Samuel Brengle,
and in this generation Major Allister Smith. Among the
Keswick branch of the holiness movement the list is long
and imposing, including Andrew Murray and F. B. Meyer.
A published sermon by the latter led the Presbyterian
evangelist J. Wilbur Smith into Spirit-fullness (after five
years of struggling) resulting in a transformed ministry.
In America the non-Methodist holiness preachers of
the last century included such giants as Charles G. Finney,
Asa Mahan, Deacon George Morse, I. M. See, David Updegraff, Dougan Clark, and A. B. Earle, representing Congregational, Episcopalian, Friends, Presbyterian and Baptist denominations. On many points of salvation these men
differed, but they were one in proclaiming holiness as God's
will for all now, and generally they saw the necessity of a
distinct second crisis; moreover they were united in ascribing New Testament holiness to the blood of Christ as its
ground and the Holy Spirit as its dynamic.
In the holiness movement as a whole the high water
mark was probably from 1875 to 1925. During this time

household names included Joseph H. Smith, "Bud" Bobinson, H. C. Morrison, Beverly Carradine, C. W. Buth, P. F.
Bresee, to name but a few. In preaching style these men
were diverse. Smith and Buth were expositors. Smith was
rated by Dr. Gross Alexander of Vanderbilt University as
"one of the greatest expositors of the English Bible in all
the world," and for well over fifty years he preached with
warm-hearted clarity and logic throughout the nation, often to large audiences including bishops and educators.
In contrast others, such as Seth C. Bees, were more dynamic and forceful, Carradine more oratorical, Morrison
more dramatic; each one uniquely powerful, commanding
great audiences and ungrudging respect even from nonholiness observers.
The holiness preaching of this era was characterized by
careful doctrinal statement, buttressed and expounded by
clear logic and close argument. The fact that commonly the
holiness preacher found himself confronting a neutral
audience to be won—or even a hostile audience—made it
necessary for him to know exactly what he believed and
why, and to have his Bible reasons well in hand. That
some of the lesser men sometimes found Biblical support
where none existed cannot be denied. But on the whole
(Continued on page twelve)

THE SPIRIT-FILLED LIFE
Robert C.
The same Scripture verse which says, "Be not drunk with
wine," also says, "Be filled with the Spirit" (Ephesians
5:18). There is nothing optional about this statement. It
does not merely urge us to be sober—it commands us to be.
And it does not merely exhort us to be filled with the
Holy Spirit—it requires us to be. If we disobey this Biblical
commandment we become guilty of sin.
The reason for this commandment is quite simple: the
Lord tells us to be filled with the Spirit because He knows
we need to be. We cannot live a victorious Christian life
through self-effort any more than we could be saved by
self-effort. We need the infilling of God's Spirit to enable
us to be what we ought to be. First we need to obtain
this infilling; then, having obtained it, we need to retain
and maintain it. Let us notice especially four features of
this Spirit-filled life to which God calls us.
It is a life of joy. The apostle said, "Be not drunk with
wine, wherein is excess; but be filled with the Spirit;
speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual
songs, singing and making melody in your heart to the
Lord." J. B. Phillips gives a literal translation of these verses,
as follows: "Don't get your stimulus from wine (for there is
always the danger of excessive drinking), but let the Spirit
stimulate your souls. Express your joy in singing among
yourselves psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, making
music in your hearts for the ears of the Lord." We Bloodwashed Christians have much reason to rejoice. Our past
sins are washed away; our present life is filled with blessing; and our future is bright with the assurance of eternal
life. No wonder we rejoice with joy unspeakable and full
of glory!
Mr. Cunningham is the editor of The Pentecostal
which this article appeared as an editorial.
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The Spirit-filled fife is a life of power. The Saviour said,
"Ye shall receive power after that the Holy Ghost is come
upon you," or, as the New American Standard Bible
translates it, "You shall receive power when the Holy
Spirit has come upon you" (Acts 1:8). We see that promise
fulfilled in the lives of the apostles. Before they received
the Holy Ghost on the Day of Pentecost they ran like hares;
afterward they stood like lions. Before, they cringed before
their accusers; afterward they stood undaunted before
rulers and preached the gospel in spite of threats of imprisonment and death. The same God-given faith and
courage that carried them triumphantly over every obstacle, and gave them patience and grace to do the whole
will of God, is seen in Spirit-filled lives today.
The Spirit-filled life is also a life of purity. Whereas
John baptized with water, Jesus baptizes with Fire. "He
shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire"
(Matthew 3:11). Water cannot wash away our sin. It
takes the blood of Jesus to make us clean, and it takes the
Spirit's Fire to keep us clean. No germs of sin can survive
the holy Fire. The fiery Presence of the Third Person of the
Holy Trinity keeps us purged from impure thoughts, unclean speech, and unholy deeds as we live after the Spirit
and not after the flesh.
And finally, it is a life of love. The love of God is shed
abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost. Not only God's
love for us, but also His love for others. This divine love
causes us to be concerned with others' welfare more than
our own. This love constrains us to exalt our Lord and not
ourselves. This love makes us Christlike. It was this love
that won the admiration of a pagan world in days gone by,
and if we would see the multitudes drawn to Christ today
we too must be filled with the Spirit and let this same
divine love dominate our lives.
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January 26, 1969. Church
leaders' fellowship and discussion at Nagato. Shimonoseki,
Takibe, Agawa, Nagato, Hagi,
Yamaguchi were all represented by national brethren.
Missionaries Graybill, Zook,
Willms, and Book are seen in
the back row.

The
NAGATO
Church
Comes
of
Age
March 30—A great day for the Nagato Church: Mr. Nishimura hands
the check of approximately $1,400
to the mission representative.

The down payment made, the Nagato
Church now has its own building.
Here three of the four leaders stand
by the building fund chart—Mr,
Nishimura, Miss Onaka, Miss Iwamoto (Mr. Yamamoto absent).
Left: The Books being farewelled by
the Nagato Church. The Books had
shared with the group concerning
their test of faith in securing housing
at Shimonoseki; and the
Lord
brought comfort through the believers' prayers and farewell Scriptures. Both Miss Onaka and Miss
Iwamoto had separately felt impressed to use parts of Psalm 9 1 ,
especially the last two verses:
"Because he hath set his love upon
me, therefore will I deliver him. I
will set him on high because he hath
known my name. I will be with him
in trouble; I will deliver him, and
honor him."

April 6—Sunday morning service begins on a regular basis at
Takibe. (Easter Sunday). Mr. and Mrs. Okazaki unfortunately
could not be present.

U

April 6—An impromptu farewell for Nagato Church leader
Miss Onaka (between Mr. Nishimura and Thelma) for whom the
way suddenly opened to go to Bible School. Only a few could stay
after service at Nagato.

SUCH A TINY SEED!"
Thelma Book

The Yamashita family had attended meetings when the
Willmses first came to Japan. Their bamboo business failed;
he found work in Shimonoseki and may be still paying off
his debts. Now that we are living in Shimonoseki, Doyle
and I visited them Sunday evening in their home on the
outskirts of the town.
The Word of Christ has lain dormant in them all these
years. They have a lovely older daughter just out of high
school, employed in a bank; a second daughter, junior
high age; and a baby girl, one of those "unplanned for"
late family additions, much loved by parents and older
children alike.
The older girl joined in our conversation with her
parents. Before we left we asked if they would enjoy
singing a hymn together. The daughter said she knows only
one. Her father always sang it to her when he gave them
baths as tiny girls. (In Japan the father often bathes the
little children as he takes his bath while the mother gets
supper or clears it away afterward.) We've explained about
Japanese bathing before—how you wash off outside first,
then soak inside the tub. Mr. Yamashita didn't want his
girlies to stay in too long; and so he would sing, "What
a Friend We Have in Jesus" while they played. When the
song ended, they knew it was time to get dried off and
dressed.
Though as the daughter said she really did not understand the words at that time, the song was always associated with memories of happy childhood times. Now since
she is older, she wonders about the words and feels she
could begin to understand.
I marvelled how such a tiny seed, planted without
thought as to its eternal consequence by a father, himself
hesitating on the threshold for so many years, could still
be lying there, ready to flower if only the opportunity
comes.
August 11, 1969

How many myriads of such seeds there must be in
Japan—through tracts, Bible portions, radio, and countless
personal witnessing contacts! Surely it is in God's plan that
the day of springing to life will come, when His Spirit
begins His sovereign moving in Japan. There are missionaries who are borne along through years of sparse fruit by
this faith that one day a great harvest will come.
In the last several years men touched by the outpouring
of the Holy Ghost in our own country have come to Japan
to minister in expectation of the end-of-the-age outpouring.
Their burden is not for the unsaved but for the Christians
—to nurture and train them in the ministry of the church,
as the early church ministered, each believer to every other
and to the unbelievers, ministering Jesus in His salvation,
guidance, healing, miracles, instruction, encouragement.
They are teaching concerning the miraculous outworking
of the gifts of the Holy Spirit, so that when the day of
His visitation comes to Japan as it has come to Indonesia,
there will be sound leadership, understanding the manifestations of the Holy Spirit, discerning what is false, and
guarding against what is spurious or out of order, so that
the hundreds or thousands who turn to the Lord may be
properly taught and sent out to witness, that all whom He
has called may be gathered into His body in preparation
for His return.
We have met three of these men within the last few
months at different times. We were moved by their vision,
their faith that the day of God's outpouring in Japan is
near. They feel that God is giving time now for preparing
workers to reap the harvest that is coming. They gave us
much to think about . . . We pray to have a part in reaping the harvest waiting for our Lord in this very unresponsive field, Japan.
I have shared these thoughts that you may ponder with
us—and pray.
(7)

An "Opinionaire Contest" was sponsored a few months
ago by the Commission on Youth. Participants needed
to select a topic from a prepared list and express their
opinions in less than 150 words—no easy task. The
names of the winners were announced at General Conference. Their articles follow below. A later issue will
include the opinions expressed by three other teens
who received honorable mention.
. . . Page Ed.

FIRST PLACE:

Brenda Painter, 17
307 South Lingle Avenue
Palmyra, Pa. 17078

What does "Being a Christian" really mean?
Being a Christian really means that you are psyched
for Christ. Everyday I hear kids saying, "I'm really psyched
for that basketball game" or "I'm psyched for that wrestling match." Why can't that same spirit be applied for
Christ? Christianity is more than a one day a week affair,
it's a way of life. It means accepting a lower grade on a
test because you refused to cheat, or, as Rudyard Kipling's
poem, "IF," states; "being lied about don't deal in lies,
or being hated don't give way to hating, and yet don't
look too good, nor talk too wise."
Christianity is knowing that you have a source of
strength at your disposal, greater than the most powerful
atomic bomb. Being a Christian involves a sense of well
being, satisfaction, a calmness, an inner strength, and a
feeling of contentment. To use an oft coined phrase,
"Happiness is" . . . being a Christian.

Youth

-

Sunday

Teen-Opinion
satisfied with dull meetings when there is so much
potential that could be used to create lively, interesting
meetings? An important factor in any youth meeting is
organization. This can make or break a meeting, because
without planning down to the minutest detail, interest
will deteriorate.
Second, there must be a variety of programs, utilizing
all of the original ideas that can be gathered. Competent
youth leaders and dedicated advisors with a genuine love
and concern for their youth are two musts that are
necessary to carry out a successful meeting. The meetings should be publicized by using announcements and
posters within the church to encourage maximum attendance. Outside activities are needed to incite enthusiasm,
and this will result in larger attendances at meetings.
Last, and most important, each meeting must be
centered around Jesus Christ. The sole purpose of any
youth meeting should be to bring each person face to face
with Jesus Christ and to make them realize that the
only "way to live" is with Him.

THIRD PLACE:

Carla Lehman, 17
R. D. 2
Carlisle,. Pa. 17013

Do I need to speak for my faith if I live a good
testimony?

SECOND PLACE:

Gail Lehman, 16
214 North College Street
Carlisle, Pa. 17013

What does it take to make a good youth group
meeting?
' Why are youth groups today suffering from hum-drum
meetings and dwindling attendances? Why sit back and be
(8)

CHRISTIAN

Dear Sue:
I was recently asked this question, "Do I need to speak
my faith if I live a good testimony?" This is how I
answered.
To testify for Christ is to openly declare that you
believe in Him and follow His teachings! This is often hard
for us to do! We teenagers have a testimony for Christ,
but we've grown up with mostly our friends, and it will
completely turn them off if we tell them they're sinners.
Living our testimony is not always easy because we are
constantly with our friends! However, what is easier for a
teenager to do than live? If our lives are turned on for
Christ it can be the greatest testimony a teenager can have,
and it's our own true selves! A passage from James 2:17
in the New English Bible says " . . . so if faith does not
lead to action, it is a lifeless thing . . ."
Sue, what is better than to truly live an enthusiastic
life for Christ?
As Always, . . .
Evangelical
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Understanding a Child's Religious Experiences
To evangelicals, a religious experience is a personal
encounter with God. It is personal and meaningful and
may take place during a song, prayer, hearing the Word,
or a quiet time. It may. be the result of an obedient act, a
decision for Christ, and a public confession of faith. It
may take place in or out of the church.
To understand a child—how he feels about God, his
interpretation of God—we need a listening ear. Listening
costs unhurried time and requires forgetfulness of self.
Consistent love for the child fosters understanding.
The Child

1. A distinct personality. Children are people—little, but
nevertheless people. There is probably no child who is
typical in all respects. To try to mold a child into a uniform
pattern of our making is tragic. Each life contains latent
capacities and talents God has put there.
For a child, growing up consists of one continual round
of gaining security, then losing it to gain new security; it
is a period of constant readjustment, stepping from dependence to independence. While it is true that children
are pliable like clay and may be molded by any influence,
this must not be interpreted to mean that they are to be
molded to the extent their wills are disregarded. The teacher must work with nature and help the child discipline his
will toward the Lord.
2. His religious concepts. Because each child is an individual, one cannot be dogmatic in applying norms of
religious experience. There are, however, basics which
generally describe his religious ideas.
A child's religion is authoritarian. In other words, he has
received ideas on religion from someone else. From birth,
the child has been learning to accept things from someone
else. He as a rule does not reflect upon an idea or concept.
True, a child more advanced in intelligence doubts more
quickly, but the rule prevails that a child's mind accepts
most ideas.
A child's religion is anthropomorphic. From his very
literal acceptance of everything, he may think of God as a
sort of superhuman being—"God can do anything!"
A child's worship is imitative. Most parents at some
time or another have been amused at watching their children "play church" and copy the visible ways in which
adults pray and sing, or the way the pastor preaches. The
child's worship may be deep and personally meaningful;
his methods of worship are nevertheless learned.
Although a child's worship is imitative, it may also be
spontaneous. By nature, a child is motivated more quickly
than an adult. His feelings of worship may be equally as
intense as an adult's, but they may not be as lasting. There
is a beautiful freshness to a child's worship and faith.
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Hindrances to Healthy Religious Experiences

It has been said there are no problem children, only
children with problems. Knowing why children act and
react as they do is important to the Christian worker.
1. The troublesome child likely lacks independence or
recognition; he may be overly indulged and shielded at
home. He needs to find the satisfaction of growing up.
Teach principles and let him take pride in being an example.
2. The timid child has difficulty making decisions. His
parents may be perfectionists; thus he has a fear of failure
and does not try anything. Treat him as a friend. Interest
him in some activity in which he can succeed. Let him
taste success. Forcing this child would be disastrous.
3. The fearful child is emotionally insecure and doubtful of his place in life. Harsh punishment and loud scoldings may have made him rebellious or fearful of people,
even you. He may be afraid of worship patterns and procedures. Sit down with him; consider frankly what is
bothering him. Face the situation and try to remove all
causes of tension and conflict. Do not plunge him into a
fearful situation such as insisting he pray aloud, in order
to overcome it.
4. The socially maladjusted child is usually sullen, unhappy, and indifferent. He often feels "picked on," is ready
to fight, brags about himself. Beassure him that he is
wanted and loved. Improvement will be slow; therefore
it takes time and patience on the part of the worker.
5. The normal child is not a problem, but let's not overlook him. He is active, sometimes good, sometimes bad,
alert, interested, sweet, belligerent. Give love, instruction,
guidance; portray a good example and soon he will find
the Saviour.
The Effects of the Home

Children understand relationships, and home is a matter of relationships. Try hard to learn to know a child's
family. Is the family's relationship and attitude toward
church good? Will the child understand the language of
the church? Informal teaching in the home outweighs and
undergirds all formal teaching.
The persons by whom the child is first surrounded are
the most important people in his whole life. It is from
them he will receive right or wrong ideas of God. Encourage parents to meet present problems with common sense
instead of nostalgic paralysis.
1. The churched hut not Christian home. The child from
this situation is confused by conflicting standards. Because
the church has taken up the religious teaching of the child,
(Continued on page thirteen)
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India Briefs
F r o m the Field Superintendent
Harvey Sider
For Praise
HOW WE REJOICE at the working of the Lord in our
midst! Already, in the first six months of the year, around
80 converts have been baptized in this area. Never before
have we seen such a move. And one encouraging thing is
that there has been much new ground gained among the
Uraons. Since John Siders left in April, nearly 25 new
members have been added to the Church. I was there
yesterday for a service, and the church built just two years
ago was bulging. It would be wonderful if an extension
could be built within the next two years or, perhaps better
still, if the group would divide and build in the villages
from which people have to come more than two miles by
foot.
For Prayer
OUR SAHARSA LAND IS STILL WITH US. The man
who had paid the Rs. 5,000 non-returnable deposit now
doesn't want to take the land. This has created more legal
problems and, since at this point the outcome is not certain,
I really have no more to say—except: let us keep praying.
This seems to be our only solution.
I was glad to see the prayer request for India land
problems in the WMPC CHALLENGE. We are best with
prayer on every side!

The Pivotal Question

Language School Interlude
Henry L. Kreider, M.D.
IT WAS NIGHT in Behra Dun in North India; and we
had need to be alert as we maneuvered our little borrowed
Fiat through the dark, narrow streets. Our guide, a young
man, rapidly pedalled a bicycle in the illumination of our
headlights until we reached our destination.
As we entered the humble whitwashed house of the
patient, we noticed immediately that an extension cord
had been connected to the room to provide electric light
for the operation we had planned. On a rude bed lay our
Hindu friend and language teacher in pain, while his wife
and children were concerned and trying to be helpful in
anticipating our needs as we prepared to help him in his
distress.
Edna and I bowed our heads and prayed audibly before
beginning the minor operation. Silence descended on the
small group by the bedside as they also reverently bowed
their heads. From the rude shelves on the walls, pictures
of the Hindu gods and goddesses looked down as we asked
in Christ's Name for wisdom and guidance.
After a successful surgical procedure under unideal
conditions and after a night of rest, our patient was greatly
improved and soon able to return to his teaching responsibilities.
Please join us in intercession for this outstanding young
Hindu instructor and others such as he who almost daily
meet us as their students, but who do not yet know personally the Christ.

Former VSers Return

IN OUR ENGLISH CLASSES IN JAPAN, we sometimes
have an assignment in which the girls are to ask questions.
Typical questions include: "How many children do
you have?" "How old are you?" "Is your husband handsome?" and so on. In every such class someone is sure to
ask, "Why did you come to Japan?" This is the question
1 always hope for and like best to answer!
Very simply I answer, for they are only high school
pupils—and I also put it into Japanese to be sure they
understand: "I am a Christian, and I believe every Christian should tell other people about Jesus Christ. For this
purpose my family is living in Japan."
There are many ways by which we witness. I often
wonder whether teachers realize how much they influence
their students.
I remember a university girl telling me of her plan to
become a junior high teacher. I am not sure what subject
she plans to teach; but when I asked her what had led her
to decide on this career, her answer aroused my interest:
"When I was in junior high, I had a teacher I liked so
well that I decided I wanted to become a teacher like
him (or her; I do not remember which she said)." Naturally I had to think how pleased I would be if I could
so influence a pupil. . . . I suppose we all like to influence
others; may it always be God-directed!
(10)

MISSIONARY RECRUITS FOR ZAMBIA: Stephen and Ruth
(Gettel) Fisher—both former VSers to Africa—and son Mahlon.
They are members of the Bethel Springs (Pa.) congregation.
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Extreme left; Barbara Bert
with one of her typing students.
Left;
Carl Raser
teaching
English.
Right; Martha Starr explaining
angles to a mathematics class.
Lower right; Dale Bicksler
examining a student's work.

V. s.

IMPRESSIONS

OF
CHOMA
SECONDARY

Charles and Martha Starr
CHOMA, ZAMBIA-When we left New York
harbor last September we had a very vague
idea of the place to which we were going—to
say the least. Of course we had seen many
missionary pictures and had heard many missionary talks, but in our minds Africa was grass
huts, black pots and half-naked children.
But we found Choma Secondary School to
be far from that! Indeed, in many respects, the
school here is not so different from the American
high schools we attended a few years ago.
This year there are 485 students attending
Choma Secondary School. A wide range of
courses are offered, assignments are heavy and
tests are rigorous. There is a highly competitive
spirit, since education is selective and only the
best are allowed to pursue higher education.
Religious activities are an important part of
school life. Moreover, all students worship together, whether they be Brethren in Christ,
Wesleyan, Roman Catholic, United Church of

Zambia, Seventh Day Adventist, or of any other
denomination.
A great variety of extra-curricular activities
are organized, including interschool and intramural sports together with over thirteen special
interest clubs.
With almost a year of our voluntary service
term completed, we are more convinced than
ever that this kind of work is worthwhile. We
are not naively unaware of the problems but we
are optimistic about the opportunities. Never
have we regretted our decision to spend two
years in Africa. We have had the rewards of
traveling abroad, of visiting other countries, of
inter-acting with people of another culture, and
of broadening our concept of life and the world
around us. Finally, there is the inner satisfaction of doing what we can to help others find a
more meaningful way of life. And that, in the
end, is the greatest reward of all.

It hardly seems possible that we are approaching the end of our first year. We wonder at times
whether we are accomplishing anything. Yet we feel that our time here will be long remembered
as a vital experience in our lives. We would encourage any young person to give a few years
of his life in Voluntary Service abroad.

Left; Norman
classroom.

Bert

in

the

Right; A student putting a
problem on the board in
Charles Starr's
bookkeeping
class.

The Disgrace of Burning Out
Paul W. Wood

"I'd rather burn out than rust out!" How often have
you heard this old cliche given as a rationale for not taking
a break occasionally. I have been concerned about the
increasing number of our ministers who are ruining their
health by overburdening themselves. The incidence of
ulcers, high blood pressure and other psychosomatic disorders is too high among preachers. Men who believe their
bodies to be the temple of God and who wouldn't think
of using alcohol or tobacco will consistently abuse their
bodies by failing to relax and getting away from it all. For
years people thought the bane of the minister was overeating. This may still be a problem to some but I'm convinced the area of intemperance for most ministers is the
matter of sufficient rest. I am well aware of all the arguments for the schedules ministers keep, and I am sure that
you are also. Consequently, we will let the objections rest.
The human organism requires two kinds of rest—physical and psychological. The former is relatively easy to get
in a short period of time. The latter is not so easy to come
by. When you are asleep at night you spend about 20 per
cent of your time in dreaming. If you don't get in your
dream time you become nervous, tense and irritable. If you
are deprived of dreaming for a long enough period you will
start dreaming while you are awake. Most of us get enough
sleep in to meet the minimal requirements of the system.
Some ministers I know do not. They are continually building up a sleep deficit which they cannot recover. Demands
are made upon them that make it impossible for them to
sleep on a regular schedule for sufficient amounts of time.
A man can go for much longer periods without food than
he can without sleep.
I know of no group of parishioners who would let their
preacher go hungry, but I know of plenty who will never
give him any time to himself in which there is no danger
of interruption. He is constantly on call, sometimes for the
most unnecessary of reasons imaginable. A high percentage
of the demands that are made on the minister that are
considered "emergencies" are not related to spiritual matters at all. The time was when physicians were equally
at the behest of their patients, but the doctors have learned
the value of a day off, "when they can't be reached."
Since ministers are in such short supply why don't we
parishioners insist that they observe a reasonable work
schedule that will not be violated except for genuine
emergencies. I know what some of you preachers are
thinking right now: "There is just so much to be done and
so little time to do it. We are dealing with the souls of
men, etc., etc., etc." Excellent! We are in complete agreement as to the needs. But any student in an introductory
psychology course knows that you can do so much more
in less time if you meet the recuperative needs of your
body and mind. Do you think the great American tradition
of the coffee break arose out of the generous and considerate heart of industrial management? Nonsense! The coffee
break' is a result of the realization on the part of management that they will get more production (and thereby
(12)

more profit) in an eight-hour shift if they give breaks. The
hard driving, never relaxing, ulcer-developing executive
is not the sort of man sophisticated personnel men are
looking for anymore.
It is my contention that every minister should be made
to take one day a week off by his parishioners. I mean OFF.
Probably the day should be Monday. He should not be on
call except for dire emergencies. I might yield to the necessity of conducting a funeral on Monday, but most corpses
wouldn't mind waiting until Tuesday for burial. It may
well be that ministers need to work out exchange visitations
for sick and shutins with fellow ministers. If it takes that to
get away, do it. I should point out that by getting away
I do not mean retiring to the study or the back yard of the
parsonage. Go fishing, hiking, golfing, riding, anywhere.
But go. And don't take the problems of the parish with
you. Don't go with a fellow minister unless he agrees to
leave the matters of the church and conference behind.
The attitude of many preachers seems to be that the
program just can't go on without them right there to oversee it. Isn't that just a bit egotistical? You may well be the
best man for the place, you may be God's man for the
place, but I doubt if you're the only man for the place. At
the rate some of you are going we may soon find out if the
work will go on without you. Maybe some preachers are
afraid to find out that it will. I know that there is a possibility of some preachers taking advantage of the good
natures of their parishioners in this respect. I heard of a
preacher who plays golf several times a week. I don't
recommend that to anyone but preachers like that are so
rare as to be almost refreshing.
I know of no one who has more respect for the ministry
than I. For this reason it breaks my heart to see them burning themselves out unnecessarily. We all have a responsibility to God, to our churches, to our families and to ourselves. I don't believe we can adequately fulfill these
obligations unless we take the best care possible of ourselves. Let's be temperate in all matters and not abuse our
bodies by regularly refusing to relax and flee from the
pressures of life. All of us will be better for it and our
volume of production will go up, not down.
Reprinted from the Wesleyan

Methodist.

Holiness Preaching
(Continued from page five)
the preaching was sane and balanced, and in spite of the
"imperfections" in presenting the message of Christian
"perfection," multitudes were led into a clear and lasting
experience of perfect love, who had lumbered along for
years in an unsatisfactory state before the "holiness preacher" came to town.
It could not be claimed, however, that these men harped
exclusively on one string, or aimed only at Christians. They
Evangelical
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were outstandingly successful in bringing sinners to conversion. "Bud" Robinson, for instance, has been credited
with 100,000 souls during his long ministry. All of the
giants in the holiness movement, including those like Smith
who were more the teaching type, were eminently successful in promoting revivals.
Today also the holiness movement can claim such diverse but widely respected preachers as E. Stanley Jones
and Paul S. Rees—though this claim is not made in any
narrow or exclusivistic sense, for they have ministered to
all. Among the outstanding preachers of Spirit-fullness and
a holy life who are more Keswick in orientation is Harold
Ockenga, the renowned pastor of the Park Street Congregational Church in Boston and first president of Fuller
Theological Seminary. The sermons in his book The Power
of Pentecost could be preached in Wesleyan pulpits with
warm response.
Whether Keswick or Wesleyan, the strongest holiness
preachers have always been men who had come into a
marked and soul-renovating experience of inner purity, and
thereafter felt a mighty compulsion to preach it, that others
might share the blessing. Many of them were not so
trained, either in theology or tradition, and did not begin
their ministry with a holiness emphasis.
As far as Wesleyanism is concerned, can present day
holiness preaching be described as significantly different
from the days of Wesley himself, or Bishop Simpson, or
Joseph H. Smith? There are some changes. Today holiness
preaching on the whole is probably less polemical, and
also in many cases less definite. More caution is exercised
in classifying people, and in drawing sharp lines between
the "carnal traits" of the unsanctified and the traits of
perfect love. There is evident in the holiness pulpit greater
awareness of the "grays" in human nature, wherein the
Holy Spirit alone can distinguish exactly between the
sinful and the human. A corollary of this is the new interest
in psychology among holiness preachers, and an honest
effort to understand the Christian as he is. Noticeable also
in today's holiness preaching—at its best—is a new effort to
ground the proclamation of experiential privileges in solid
and careful Biblical exegesis. Some old texts are no longer
used.
Yet over against these changes can be seen in modern
holiness preaching—at least that which is most typical and
normative—the same evangelistic urgency. Holiness preachers still carry a dual burden, a burden not only for the
conversion of sinners but for the sanctification of believers.
This is inescapable as long as the preacher believes that
definite consecration is as integral to the plan of salvation
as definite repentance, and that divine cleansing from
doublemindedness is as essential as forgiveness of sins. It
is because he believes that full salvation includes two works
of grace in this life—regeneration and entire sanctification
—that he tends to hunt souls with a double-barrelled gun.
The double-barrelled type of sermon structure which
this concern has produced has become almost a hallmark
of the holiness movement. Many sermons, especially in
revival campaigns, have points directed to the unconverted
and points directed to the believer, followed by an altar
appeal to both classes. When poorly done this results in
untold confusion, but when well done—as the great masters
of the past have demonstrated—the sermon becomes a
miniature synopsis of salvation doctrine, and frequently
reaches both levels of need exactly as intended.
Because holiness preaching concerns the fife and inner
soul of the individual Christian, it is perennially relevant
in every generation. Because it promises victory instead
of chronic defeat it is always appealing. Today, instead of
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dying out, holiness preaching is showing signs of a fresh
surge of strength and confidence. It is searching for new
and more effective forms of expression, but it is not picking out a tombstone or writing its epitaph.

Child
(Continued from page nine)
many parents have let go of this responsibility. Life is
complex for those children whose parents have no interest
in spiritual things, yet send them to church for what the
parents themselves feel no apparent need. This child will
need special help when deciding for Christ. Patient, consistent follow-up and much encouragement will be necessary.
2. The nonchurched home. The child may come to you
as a nicely dressed, religious illiterate, the product of a
home where the Lord's Day is not observed, amusements
are unrestricted, and the child is not accountable for his
use of free time. His first religious experiences may bewilder him. If the ideas he received are wrong, it may take
years before he unlearns them and allows the Holy Spirit
to show him the correct way.
3. The Christian home. A child may be impressed favorably with his parents' religion, or he may be disappointed
in it. Sometimes he is overly sheltered and unstable when
on his own. In these days of competing interests outside
the home, it isn't so much the amount of time a family
spends together that makes the difference, as what happens when they are together.
The church must know how to support what the family
does toward religious training, and it must compensate
whenever the family fails.
Preparing the Child for the New Birth

Adults condition a child's responsiveness from birth to
rebirth. Many children do not have an encounter with the
Lord because they do not know enough about Him. They
do not know what to do when the Holy Spirit begins to
deal with them.
Religious teachings should be made meaningful, but too
often they are taught with a tragic detachment from reality.
A child may not be able to understand God and Jesus but
he can understand you. Love him and accept him without
condemnation. Then he will understand that God, who
knows him best, is the One who loves him most.
Children responded to Jesus. They felt His love. We
must establish this same rapport. The Holy Spirit is with us
to guide us, and control our impatience. He will nurture a
child's responsiveness to the things of God. True, we cannot educate into faith, but we can educate in preparation
for faith. The head must know in order for the heart to
respond. Everything does not depend on our efforts nor
does everything depend upon God.
The child has a will of his own and the power of
choice. At what age is he able to choose for Christ? Just
what does the age of accountability mean? When a child is
loved enough, taught enough, exposed to the Word enough
to make a decision one way or the other about Christ, he
has reached the age of accountability. Conversion is establishing a living relationship with Christ. Only the Holy
Spirit knows the time at which a child is spiritually prepared to accept Christ.
Children are a joy to Jesus. "He was indignant and told
them, Allow the children to come to Me; do not hinder
them, for to their kind belongs the kingdom of God" (Mark
10:14, Berkeley Translation).
(13)
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The Lesser Light Rules the Day
W h e n the astronauts' moon boots took their first steps
t o w a r d a new horizon, they triggered f a r - r a n g i n g theological
speculation about the limits of man in the universe G o d
created.
Dr. H a r l o w Shapley, eminent astronomer w h o has d i rected the Harvard Observatory for 30 years, concludes that
" h i g h - l i f e locations," or places where conditions w o u l d permit the development of a high form of life, p r o b a b l y exist
on 100 trillion planets of the universe. " W e are not a l o n e , "
he says, although generations of theologians have sounded
like it and civilized man has acted like it.
Conservative scholar Dr. Charles T. Feinberg, dean of
Talbot Theological Seminary of La M i r a d a , Calif., does not
believe scientific advances are out of place. "The scientific
spirit is a spirit w e should h a v e , " he told the Los Angeles
Times.
The Rev. Paul D. Urbano, minister of A l l Saints Episcopal
Church in Phoenix, A r i z o n a , expressed amazement that anyone w o u l d think that now a new " a s t r o - t h e o l o g y " must result from man's confrontation with space and probing t o w a r d
the new worlds it contains.
" I always thought w e had an 'astro-theology,' " he
w r o t e in a recent article for the Arizona Republic. "Christian
theology was never 'invented,' said Father Urbano. " . . . A
lot of humanly imagined nonsense has, of course, got mixed
up with it. But its foundations are in revelation, and revelation is G o d telling us something w h i c h , without revelation,
w e could not k n o w . "
O x f o r d University's Dr. Charles Coulson, professor of
mathematics, and an active Methodist layman, says he does
not believe that one more person w i l l become Christian on
account of the moon visitation and sees no reason w h y one
less should remain Christian.
German-born scientist Wernher von Braun, w h o has become an Episcopalian, said it is difficult to understand a
scientist w h o does not acknowledge the presence of a superior rationality behind the existence of the universe.
A n d from Harvard paleontologist Dr. George Simpson:
" I do not think an invisible anthropomorph ever impregnated
an espoused Jewish virgin, so it's true that I am not a

CHURCH NEWS

ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE
Vacation Bible School was held at Iron
Springs, Pa. June 16 to 20. 89 were enrolled
with an average attendance of 77. The offering
of $106.74 was used to help purchase a tent
for the Carl Ginder family in their work in
Africa.
The theme used in the Vacation Bible
School at Clear Creek, Pa., was "Believing
God's Book." The school was held June 9-13
with an average attendance of 104. The youth
of the church enjoyed the week of June 17-20
at Youth Camp at Roxbury, Pa.
The Cedar Grove Summer Bible School met
in evening sessions June 8 to 20, with 65
children enrolled. One of the highlights was
the offering project to supply literature for
Sunday schools in Nicaragua. To create interest in giving, Philip Varner built a miniature church with seats for 130 people. Each
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Christian . . . However, no rational person
a w e for this mysterious universe a n d its first
In the end w e w i l l be judged not for our
the moon but by the quality of life w e live,
Giver w h o set no bounds upon that.
An Evangelical Press Association Release.

can f a i l to feel
cause."
ability to reach
enabled by the

The Moral Dimension
Historian A r n o l d Toynbee explored the moral dimensions
of a moon landing in an article in the London Observer a f e w
days before A p o l l o 11 took off. Here are some excerpts from
his penetrating analysis:
"This choice that is open to us for using our technological
achievements for either g o o d or evil is a reminder that
technical virtuosity is not man's only distinctive gift. Besides
being makers and users of tools, w e are social, moral, and
spiritual creatures . . . In a pinch, w e could survive without
apparatus, but w e could not survive w i t h o u t at least a
minimum of good behaviour. W h a t , then, is the significance
of a moon landing from the spiritual point of view? . . .
"The significance of a landing on the moon lies in its
forcing us to f a c e — a n d , w e may hope, to deal effectively
w i t h — t h e ludicrous, but also perilous, discrepancy between
our attainments in technology a n d in morals. The gap is now
very great, and it is g r o w i n g greater day by day. Our generation's task is to try to raise our morals to a level at which
they w i l l be spiritually adequate for w i e l d i n g the enormous
power, for either g o o d or evil, that our technological progress
has already thrust into our hands.
" W i l l mankind's common f e a t of landing on the moon
move us to put our terrestrial habitat in better order, morally
and spiritually? W i l l it move us to subordinate our 125 local
states to some form of w o r l d government that w i l l be effective enough to be able t o put a stop to our cherished practice
of w a g i n g wars with each other? If landing on the moon
is g o i n g to serve as a substitute f o r w a g i n g a third w o r l d
war, the courage and skill and w e a l t h that have been spent
on this enterprise w i l l have been spent to g o o d purpose.
"But if we are going to go on behaving on earth as w e
have behaved here so far, then a landing on the moon w i l l
have to be written o f f as just one more shocking misuse o f
mankind's slender surplus p r o d u c t . "
Reprinted from The Canadian Mennonite.

placed in the church represented one
given by the children. The miniature
were made of clothes pins. At the end
Bible school, in the miniature church

were seated 130 people (a full house)
three others kneeling at the altar.
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ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
Thural Brehm showed pictures of his recent
visit to Nicaragua at the Wednesday evening
service, July 30, at Elizabethtoum
Church.
The Daily Vacation Bible School of
Souderton, Pa., reported an average attendance of 150. The offering project was to
purchase two bicycles for India. Mrs. Janet
Rosenberger was in charge.
The Marlyn Avenue
Brethren in Christ
Church of Baltimore, Md., had one week of
Vacation Bible School, June 23 to 27. The
average attendance was 102. The groups had
a delightful time studying the Word of God
and doing handicraft. The refreshments received between Bible study and handicraft
helped everyone to accept the hot weather.
When opportunity was given for decision for
Christ nineteen responded.
Manor, Pa., reports the Spring Choir festival
as being well attended. There were five choirs

Evangelical Visitor

Rev. Roy Musser Ordained

The Sunday morning worship service on June 15 at
the Morning Hour Chapel provided the setting for the
ordination of Roy J. Musser to the Gospel ministry.
The Service of Ordination was in charge of Bishop
Henry A. Ginder, bishop of the Allegheny Conference.
Rev. Harvey Musser, father of Rev. Musser and pastor
of the Antrim Brethren in Christ Church presented the
charge. A brother, Benjamin Musser, read the devotional. An octette presented a message in song, "Let
Thy Mantle Fall On Me" and Grace Stoner sang "Pour
Out Thy Spirit from on High."
A graduate of Greenville College where h e received
his A.B. degree, Rev. Musser also took work in Bible
at Upland College. He has served as pastor of the
Morning Hour Chapel since 1965. Prior to his present
pastorate he had served the Alta Loma Community
Church, Alta Loma, California, and the Saville Mission
Church, Ickesburg, Pa.
Rev. Musser is married to the former Lois Longanecker, Abilene, Kansas. They are the parents of four
sons and two daughters.

taking part. June 8 was observed as Children's
day with recitations and songs. In the evening
a children's film was shown. Vacation Bible
School was held June 16-27 with a number
accepting the Lord on decision night. On June
22 eight followed the Lord in baptism, and on
June 29 there was reception of the new members into the fellowship of the church. A fellowship dinner was held under the large oaks
in the churchyard.
The Women's Fellowship of
Elizabethtown
Brethren in Christ Church entertained the
members' husbands at a covered dish picnic,
July 15 at the Heisey Ranch near Rheems, Pa.,
where J. Martin Engle and wife, recently returned from a European tour, presented an
interesting travelogue.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE
Rev. Hess Brubaker was guest minister at
the Bethel Church, Merrill, Michigan, July 20.
The Annual picnic of the Chestnut
Grove
Sunday School was held Sunday afternoon and
evening of July 27.
Rev. Carl J. Ulery was the featured speaker
at the farewell supper held for Pastor Clarence
Brubaker and family by the Dayton
Congregation on Sunday evening, July 20. The installation service for the new pastor, Rev.
Marvin Keller, was conducted the following
Sunday by Bishop J. N. Hostetter.
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann shared in the
mid-week service, July 16, with the Fairview
(Ohio) Congregation. This is the "home" congregation of Dr. Mann. Dr. and Mrs. Mann
and their family have moved to Lancaster, Pa.,
where Dr. Mann will be engaged in a general
practice.
A service of awarding the God and Country
Scout award to two members of t h e Highland
congregation—Brian Rissinger and Bob A l l e n was held on Sunday morning, July 27, as part
of the worship service. Rev. Andrew Slagenweit, pastor, was in charge of the award
ritual.
The Nappanee Congregation hosted a "welcome home" fellowship for Dr. and Mrs.
Donald Minter and family, Sunday evening,
July 20, in the church fellowship room. The
Minter family have completed a year of service
at the Navajo Mission. Don and Martha Stutzman were also present for the occasion. The
Stutzmans were home for their vacation midway in the two year term of service at the
Navajo Mission.
Pomeroy Chapel has installed an air conditioner for their sanctuary.
«
PACIFIC CONFERENCE
Doug Martin of the Upland

August 11, 1969

and

Fairview

congregations has taken a three years assignment under MCC in the Teachers Abroad
Program. He will spend one year in Belgium
in preparation for his two year assignment in
Algiers.
The Upland congregation reports an average
attendance of 300 in the Vacation Bible School.
The Ontario Congregation held their annual
Daily Vacation Bible School for five evenings,
July 21-25.

Bvttki

FEANKENFIELD—Shawn Jay, born May 15 to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Frankenfield, Souderton
congregation, Pa.
GODFREY—Geoffrey Roy, born May 13 to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Godfrey, Iron Springs, Pa.
congregation.
GRIMES—Betsy Joyanne, born May 16 to Mr.
and Mrs. John Grimes, Clear Creek congregation, Pa.
HYER—Bradley James, born July 4 to Mr.
and Mrs. James Hyer, Souderton congregation, Pa.
MYERS—Travis Alan, born March 29 to Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn E. Myers, Mt. Tabor congregation, Mercersburg, Pa.
OCKER—Sheila June, born June 20 to Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Ocker, Antrim congregation,
Greencastle, Pa.
SELDOMRXDGE—Stacey Laura, born July 6 to
Mr. and Mrs. Delroy Seldomridge, Fairland
congregation, Cleona, Pa.
ZEIS—Roy Eugene, born October 3 1 , 1968
to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Zeis, Mt. Tabor congregation, Mercersburg, Pa.

EGOLF-SHARAR — Miss Lana Kay Sharar,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sharar, Mercersburg, Pa., became the bride of Mr. Ralph
L. Egolf, Jr., Mercersburg, Pa., March 15,
1969, at the home of the pastor, Rev. Glenn
Niswander.
ENGLE-PERSCHAU — Miss Sharon Perschau,
daughter of Mrs. Eleanor Perschau, Grantham,
Pa., and the late Fred W . Perschau, was united
in marriage to Mr. Gerald Engle, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. Martin Engle, Elizabethtown, Pa.,
June 1, 1969. The ceremony was performed
by Rev. Glenn Ginder at the Grantham
Brethren in Christ Church.
GREEN-BONINE—Miss Betsy Bonine, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roger Bonine, Cassopolis,
Michigan, became the bride of Mr. Larry
Green, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Green, Cassopolis, July 12, 1969, in the United Church of

Cassopolis with Rev. Marshall Poe, pastor of
the Bethel Community Church, officiating.
OLDHAM-WINGERT—Miss Abigail F . Wingert,
became the bride of Mr. Carl E. Oldham, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Oldham, Schellsburg,
Pa., on July 19, 1969. The ceremony was
performed by Rev. Samuel Oldham, assisted by
Rev. Marlin Ressler in the New Guilford
Brethren in Christ Church.

Odctucmed

BELL—Fern I. (nee Shifflet) Bell, Virginia
Avenue, Essex, Md., passed away on July 6,
1969. She leaves to mourn her loss her husband, Frederick A., a son, Frederick C , and a
daughter, Martha. Her mother Mrs. Mabel
Shifflet also survives. She was a member of t h e
Marlyn Avenue Brethren in Christ Church,
Baltimore.
Funeral services were held from Connelley
Funeral Home with Rev. Rupert Turman
officiating. Interment was in the Oak Lawn
Cemetery.
GISH—Fannie H . Gish, 85 years of age,
widow of the late Samuel Gish, died June 2 1 ,
1969, at the Messiah Home, Harrisburg, Pa.,
where she had been a resident for the past
fifteen years. Earlier she had resided in Mastersonviile, Pa. Sr. Gish is survived by a foster
son, Rev. Arthur Brubaker, Allisonia, Va.
Funeral services were held at the Mastersonville Brethren in Christ Church with Pastor
Leroy G. Yoder officiating assisted by Rev.
Dr. Titus M. Books. Burial was in the Mastersonville Cemetery.
OBERLIN—Carl Oberlin was born February
11, 1903, at Middle Creek, Pa. a n d died June
20, 1969, at his home. He is survived by his
wife, Catherine and the following children:
Mrs. Rupert Clouser, Mrs. Donald Speece,
Mrs. Kenneth Swartz, Mrs. George King, Alfred, and Ray, all of Middle Creek, Pa. Also
surviving are his mother, two sisters, one
brother, and fifteen grandchildren.
H e was converted in a tent meeting in
August of 1934 and became a member of the
Cedar Grove Brethren in Christ Church. Funeral services were held in the Cedar Grove
Church with Rev. Eugene Heidler officiating.
Interment was in the Locust Run Cemetery.
RESSLER—Mrs. Mary Koser Ressler, born
July 20, 1904, passed away June 23, 1969. She
was the wife of Clarence W . Ressler and the
daughter of the late Samuel and Mary Koser.
Surviving, in addition to her husband Clarence,
are two daughters: Miss Faye R., at home,
Miss Vema Mae, Bloomfield, New Mexico;
and three sons: Rev. Marlin K. Ressler, Chambersburg, Melvin, and Nelson, both of Elizabethtown, Pa.; and ten grandchildren. Three
brothers and one sister also survive.
Funeral services were held in the Conoy
Brethren in Christ Church with the pastor,
Rev. Allon B. Dourte, officiating, assisted by
Rev. Samuel O. Brubaker. Interment was in
the Conoy Cemetery.
SIDER—Mrs. Girven Sider, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Shoalts, was born July 3,
1881 in Wainfleet, Ontario and died July 11,
1969, in her 89th year. She is survived by one
son, Andrew, of Welland; and one daughter,
Pearl, of Port Colborne. Her husband and
two sons, Lloyd and Rev. Ray Sider, predeceased her.
Brother and Sister Sider served for many
years as deacon in the Wainfleet congregation.
They also worshipped in the Rosebank and
Boyle churches in Ontario. Funeral services
were conducted by Rev. Edward Gilmore, assisted by Rev. P. K. Smith, in the Ballard
Funeral Home in Dunnville. Interment was
in the Maple Lawn Cemetery.
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California to Tax Church Business Income
The State Senate of California has approved
a bill to tax the income of church-owned
Mennonites Branded Sect by
businesses unrelated to religion, in a 27-7 vote.
Austrian Catholics
If the measure becomes law, California
Mennonites in Austria, rejoicing over a new
would be the first of the 50 states to tax
openness toward the Scriptures in this pre- nonreligious business endeavors carried out
dominantly Catholic country, have been inby churches.
cluded in the Roman Catholic Church's roster
"When a group is operated as a profitof sects against which the faithful have to be making organization," said Senator Anthony
warned.
C. Beilenson, author of the bill, "it should be
Mennonites, along with Baptists, the Salva- taxed just as any other profit-making group.
If a church wants to go into business, that
tion Army, the Young Men's Christian Association, and the Janz Team, are branded sec- business should be taxed like any other."
tarian organizations. So are Mormons, Jehovah's Witnesses, and Seventh-day Adventists. Van Nuys First Baptist
Comments one observer: " W e stand between Withdraws from ABC
Acting on the unanimous recommendation
the outwardly powerful church on one side
of duly elected church boards, the congregaand the sects, which actually spread false
tion of First Baptist Church, Van Nuys,
teachings, on the other."
California, will meet Aug. 13 to consider a
However, points out one Mennonite mis- proposed withdrawal from the American Bapsionary, this phenomenon has to be viewed in
tist Convention.
the context of what is happening in the Roman
In explaining the move Pastor Harold L.
Catholic Church in Austria. Bible distributors
Fickett Jr. said: " W e prefer to remain a hisare astonished beyond all expectations at the
openness toward the Scriptures. Whereas a toric Baptist church in the traditional sense.
Now that the American Baptist Convention has
few years ago Catholics were warned against
eliminated baptism by immersion as a necesreading a Bible not bearing the official imsity for being a delegate to the convention
primatur, today many Catholic priests request
we
feel they're going in a direction we don't
Bible displays, to which town and school
want to go."
officials, adults, and students flock in great
At issue also is ABC's ties with the National
numbers.
Council of Churches whose actions the Van
Nuys church is not always prepared to enNew Bibles Not Suppressed
dorse.
In Romania, Society Says
Pastor Fickett is beginning his 1 l t h year
Reports that the authorities in Communist
with the 8,062-member congregation.
Romania were trying to suppress open distribution of the Bible were denied in London Presbyterians Discontinue Councils Support
by a British Bible authority.
No more support will be coming from one
The denial was issued by the Rev. Bernard
of Southern California's largest Presbyterian
J. Tidball, European secretary for the British
churches for the World, National and Southern
and Foreign Bible Society, who has just reCalif. Councils of Churches.
turned from a special fact-finding tour of
Pastor Bruce W. Thielemann of the 2,600Bomania.
member Glendale Presbyterian Church, said
the church's leaders voted to discontinue supCatholic Endorsed New Testament Selling
port because:
The first printing of 250,000 copies of
(1) "All the councils are repeatedly making
"Good News for Modern Man" which bear
the official imprimatur of Richard Cardinal pronouncements that do not show expertise in
Cushing, Archbishop of Boston, is now en- the subjects. On Vietnam or the admission of
Red China to the UN or other issues, it aptering distribution channels, according to the
general secretary of the American Bible pears that all they read are Time and Life
magazines."
Society.
( 2 ) "The councils have consistently taken
Today's English Version, said Dr. Laton E.
a liberal perspective on the problems of soHolmgren, was published by ABS in Sept.
ciety and antagonized the more conservative
1966. It has been a best-selling paperback in
elements of society. They've failed to become
the U.S. for the past two years, with a total
a place where both sides can talk with
of more than 16 million copies sold or disrespect."
tributed since publication.
( 3 ) "The amount of action accomplished
by them when compared with the amount of
Ontario Probes Printer's Refusal
verbiage . . . is quite absurd."
To Produce Unitarian Magazine
( 4 ) "The councils, originally formed for
Toronto printer William Petty, a member
people to talk across denominational lines,
of the evangelical Overcomers' Church, is behave laid that aspect aside and have become
ing investigated by Ontario's Human Rights
instead social critics."
Commission ( O H R C ) for refusing to print
a Unitarian magazine because he didn't agree
Degree Mill Churchman Sentenced
with Unitarian views.
The Rev. Kirby Hensley, 57-year-old di"I don't see why I should have to print anyrector of the Universal Life Church, San Jose,
thing I don't believe in," said the president
Calif., has been sentenced to a year in jail
of Trans Canada Printers. "If I did, that
for issuing illegal doctor-of-divinity degrees.
would make me a hypocrite, wouldn't it?"
After paying his $625 fine the clergyman
went free on bail pending an appeal.
Christian Herald Takes Stand
Against Viet War
Columbia U Chaplaincy Dropped
The nation's largest circulating Protestant
Believing a university should not offer ofmagazine has decided to oppose U. S. military
ficial sponsorship or funding for denominational
policy in Vietnam on moral and legal grounds.
activities, Columbia University has decided to
The editors considered it the hardest editorial decision in the 90-year history of the
periodical.
Growing more liberal under the direction
of the -Rev. David Poling, the inter-denominational monthly claims 400,000 paid circulation
and a readership of one million.
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drop the 112-year-old post of university
chaplain.
Terminated also was the traditional Sunday morning worship service.
A new center for Religion and Life will be
created by the administration. The appointment of student religious counselors by outside religious agencies will be eliminated.
YFC'Gives Billy Graham
"Highest Recognition"
On behalf of "tens of thousands of young
people all across America and around the
world," the president of Youth for Christ International presented Evangelist Billy Graham
with the organization's highest award.
In making the presentation, Sam Wolgemuth called Graham a man "young people
trust because he identifies with them. H e
has an attentive ear to their needs and their
problems."
Anglicans Turn Down Methodist Union
A 14-year drive to unite the Church of
England and the Methodist Church was
brought to an abrupt halt in Birmingham,
England, with the defeat of the reunification
proposal by the Anglicans.
The Methodists, in separate conference voting, approved the plan.
The result was regarded as an acute setback
for the leaders who directed the effort and
for the global ecumenical movement now making strides elsewhere.
Orissa Pins Down Christians
India's Orissa State, the first to pass an
anti-conversion measure known as the "Freedom of Religion Act," is putting teeth into the
law against evangelical witness, according to
the Communication Research Review, Hong
Kong.
The sheet, distributed by the Communication Research Center operated by Far East
Broadcasting Company, says three arrests have
been made but the government had to release
those arrested because no charge could be
leveled against them.
Crackdown on Religion
Feared in Czechoslovakia
Beports reaching Vienna from Czechoslovakia indicate that a new crackdown on
religion—feared since the invasion almost a
year ago—may be about to get underway.
A new government policy, based on charges
of "political clericalism" and "the use of religious feelings" against current government
tendencies, seems to be in the process of
formulation.
So far, the liberal religious policies of the
short-lived Dubcek regime have not been reversed, though the 1968 freedom has been
curtailed in other areas such as communication and there has been a wholesale replacement of liberal government officials.
Israel to Excavate Entire
Length of "Wailing Wall"
The entire length of the "Wailing Wall"
(now often called the Western W a l l ) , Judaism's most sacred shrine, will be excavated
and made visible for the first time in nearly
2,000 years, archaeologists announced in
Jerusalem.
The wall has been an object of pilgrimages
by Jews since ancient times, b u t only 30
meters (about 100 feet) of it were accessible
before Israel occupied East Jerusalem in 1967
and another 50 meters (162 feet) were cleared.
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